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Alex Poltorak, chairman of the General Patent Corporation, which represents independent inventors against large
companies, lays out a juicy scenario: If the trade commission rules in favor of Apple, HTC would have little choice
but to license Apple's patents. Apple would then have the option to crush HTC in the United States by refusing to
license, resulting in an injunction.
There is a chance HTC could modify its phones to the point that they no longer infringe Apple's patents, but the
attorneys I contacted wonder whether this is even possible. With a such a large number of patents, some of them
quite broad, it'll really depend on the trade commission's ruling. In any case, HTC would have to work with Google
to banish any infringing features, said Webb.
Alan Tenenbaum, a patent litigation attorney with Cohen, Pontani, Lieberman & Pavane LLP, offers a different take:
HTC and Google aren't foolish, and they're surely prepared to make their own claims against Apple. As HTC noted
in response to the lawsuit, it has its own stable of patents. Tenenbaum says the case could either be settled quickly
out of court, or escalated with both sides making counterclaims against each other and eventually negotiating a
settlement. In both cases, the likely result would be a cross-licensing deal -- a boring outcome, perhaps, but one
that seems reasonable.
That jives with a the opinion of Mark A. Goldstein of SoCal IP Law Group. He's surprised Apple filed so many
claims, because doing so makes litigation “unworkable.” A license or cross-license of patents seems like the most
likely outcome to him.
Several attorneys said this case won't take long to resolve, at least on the injunction side. Downs said the trade
commission usually rules on cases in 15 months, compared to two or three years for District Courts. Peter Toren,
lead IP partner with Kasowitz, Benson, Torres & Friedman LLP and formerly with the Department of Justice's
Computer Crime & IP unit, thinks a resolution is just six months away.
Given the response from these attorneys, I wouldn't go stockpiling Nexus Ones just yet.
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